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Bleed & Safe Margins 
Bleed is required when images, colour or text go right to the edge of your page. 

To create bleed in your file, extend your images, colour or text over the edge of the page by 
at least 5mm (or more, see table below)

Size Amount of bleed

A0 and bigger 10mm

A1 and smaller 5mm

B sizes 5mm

PVC Banners 25mm

How much bleed is required?

What is the safe zone?

The safe zone is an additional area inside of all artwork which gives a safe margin to avoid 
anything being too close to the edge and risking being cut off. 

i.e. NEVER place text right up to the edge of your artwork as it may be cut off.

I cannot supply my artwork with bleed

Then you have 3 options: we can print your document with a white border, we can enlarge 
your document to give sufficient bleed (this is not an option if your text is too close to the edge) 
or you can have your artwork professionally set up by us or another graphic designer. 

Crop Marks 

Please always make sure your pdf is supplied with crop marks. These are software generated 
and added when you create your pdf (by ticking crop marks or trim marks in your settings). 

We need these to show us exactly where to trim your artwork to. 

The bleed on PVC banners is used to hem the banner so that you don't have any white showing. 

Boards and Banners
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Bleed
Cut Line

Safe Zone

This is an example of perfectly set up artwork
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Roller Banners
Roller banners do not need to be supplied with bleed, as they are trimmed to the edges of 
your artwork. 

However to ensure a really professional finish we ask for your artwork to be 2050mm long, 
with the bottom 50mm acting as a safe zone at the bottom of the banner which can be 
rolled into the cassette, so you do not see any white. 

Area below this line will 
wind down into the cassette
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Posters
Posters do not need to be supplied with bleed, as they are trimmed to the edges of your 
artwork. 

Custom Wallpaper
For custom wallpaper please ensure that the image you want to use is big enough to print  
at the desired size, it will need to be a very large high res file or vector. If you are unsure 
please email us at hello@inkingbig.co.uk and one of our team will check it over for you. 

You can supply the image or pdf to us in one piece or 650mm wide strips. A separate file 
about custom wallpaper is available which explains this in more detail and gives instructions 
on how to put it up.
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Images and resolution

300
dpi

72
dpi

Using images in your artwork, what size should they be? 
A common problem with using images in your artwork is that they if they are not high 
enough resolution they can be pixelated when printed. 

When reproducing your pictures in large format we recommend they be at least 72dpi at 
the size you want them printed, or 300dpi if you are looking for photo quality, for example if 
people will be viewing them close up.

Pictures taken on mobile phones, or saved from websites, can be very small - only up to 
96dpi at the size you can see them on your screen. This means that if you were to print 
them large (for example at A1 size) the resolution would be too small and cause pixelation.

How the logo looks on the internet How the logo looks when printed A1 size

Can I improve my image?

You cannot normally make an existing jpeg or tiff image higher resolution without using  
professional editing software, and even then results are limited. You will generally need to 
ask your photographer or designer for a higher quality version of the file, and if this is not 
an option then you may want to purchase a bigger image from a website such as 
iStockphoto, Shutterstock or Adobe Stock. 
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Fonts
PDF’s - when producing print files please ensure you convert all fonts to outlines/curves, or 
if this is not possible please embed all fonts when making your pdf. 
EPS - please ensure you convert all text to outlines/curves when making your eps.

RGB vs CMYK colours
RGB stands for red, green and blue and is used as the colour format for the screens of  
electronic devices.

CMYK stands for cyan, magenta, yellow and black (K) and is the colour format used by 
printers. 

Please make sure your files are saved in CMYK colour format as failure to do so may result 
in your images not appearing as you expect. There is often no direct colour conversion 
between colour formats and colours can shift and appear darker, lighter, etc, when 
switching between RGB & CMYK.

RGB CMYK

Hairlines
Hairlines are device dependant and they could print differently on different printers. 
This means that often they make look fine on your office or home printer, but they might 
disappear or appear far too faint on our printer. 

We suggest using a minimum of 0.25pt. 
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Artwork Sizes (finished size)

Size Width (mm) Height (mm)

A0 841 1,189

A1 594 841

A2 420 594

A3 297 420

A4 210 297

A5 148 210

B1 707 1,000

B2 500 707

B3 353 500

B4 250 353

Roller Banner (standard) 850 2,050

Roller Banner (wide) 1,000 2,050
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How to create your PDF
When creating your PDF to submit for print please use a recognised PDF-maker such as 
Acrobat Distiller or export to PDF from your design software (such as the Adobe Creative 
Suite or CorelDRAW). 

Files created in Microsoft Office programs (PowerPoint, Publisher, Word, etc) often do not 
print correctly once converted to PDFs. There may be text, images or logos missing when 
they print because of errors or omissions in the PDF - regardless of how they may display on 
screen. Therefore you must use professional design software to create your files or a 
professional PDF maker to make your PDF to avoid this problem. 

1.  Always save as a High Quality, Print Quality or Press Ready PDF.
2.  Always save in CMYK colour format.
3.  When creating your PDF please convert all text to outlines/curve 
     or failing that embed all fonts.
4. If your job requires bleed, please make sure you export your pdf 
 with bleed and crop marks.
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For anything else you need help with please email us at
hello@inkingbig.co.uk


